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Urban sensing is one of the most promising
solutions to address the above problems. As a
simple example, if the real-time traffic load is
known, the efficiency of existing transportation
systems can be enhanced significantly. The Internet of Things (IoT) has the potential to make
urban sensing a reality. With an increasing number of various sensor devices connected to the
With more people living in cities, urban sensing is urgently required to create a comfortable and
Internet, it is possible to obtain the infrastrucconvenient living environment. IoT is the fundamental infrastructure to realize urban sensing, it
tural and environmental data in real time that
would enable an efficient approach to perceive
should be flexible to support various application requirements and convenient management of
and manage urban facilities. Many cities have
infrastructure. Inspired by software-defined networking, which aims to make networks more
deployed sensor platforms to support urban
flexible, the authors propose a software-defined IoT architecture for smart urban sensing.
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tal, and utilities data [2], and various experimental platforms of IoT have been developed
for research [3]. In addition to dedicated sensor
platforms, as human carried smart phones are
equipped with a rich set of sensors like cameras,
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digital compasses, GPS, etc., they can also be
exploited to realize urban sensing. This is
referred to as mobile crowd sensing [4].
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change, Internet infrastructure
This architecture decouples
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urban sensing applications from the physical
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Figure 1. Illustration of software-defined IoT solution.

providing well-defined service APIs in terms of
data acquisition, transmission, and processing.
Figure 1 conceptually illustrates the usage of this
architecture. The physical infrastructure consists
of sensor platforms, forwarding devices, and
servers. On top of this infrastructure, multiple
urban sensing applications are deployed, and
each application customizes its data acquisition,
transmission, and processing through the service
APIs. The standard service API reduces the
complexity and developing cycle for deploying a
new application, while the sharing of physical
infrastructure greatly reduces the capital and OAM
(operation, administration and maintenance)
costs. These characteristics empower SD-IoT to
efficiently support various application requirements and thus enable smart urban sensing.
In the rest of this paper, we first analyze current urban sensing applications along with the
problems and trends. We then introduce the
proposed software-defined IoT architecture, followed by open problems and potential solutions.
After that, we present a quantitative analysis to
show the benefits of SD-IoT. We then conclude
the paper.

IOT: STATE OF THE ART AND
TRENDS AND SOLUTIONS
URBAN SENSING: STATE-OF-THE-ART
Figure 2 presents the three most common urban
sensing applications: temperature, noise, and PM
2.5 monitoring. These applications can be logically divided into three subsystems: data acquisition, transmission, and processing. Specifically,
different sensors are deployed in the city to
obtain temperature, noise, and PM 2.5 data. The
obtained data are then transmitted to remote
servers to be stored/processed. Usually, the sensor node first transmits the data to a gateway
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through a wireless sensor network (WSN) [6].
The gateway then transmits data to the remote
server through wireless or wired networks. Data
processing may happen during the whole course,
e.g. filtering undesired data at the sensor nodes [7],
compressing and encrypting data at the gateway,
further analyzing acquired data at the server to
obtain the statistical information, etc.
Currently, an application-oriented approach is
utilized to develop these three subsystems [11].
That is, application developers customize the sensor platform, gateway, network, and remote server from slate state, according to the application
requirements. Specifically, the developers need to
buy or develop a sensor platform according to the
application requirements, which usually includes
the sensors to obtain the required data, the radio
modules to transmit the data, the power supply
modules, and the microcontroller to coordinate
the peripheral modules and execute data processing functions. The firmware also needs to be customized for this specific application. As an
example, Downes et al. [8] introduced the design
of a platform for wireless image sensor networks.
Then the developers need to take a similar path
to customize the network and computing infrastructure, e.g. to determine how to access the
Internet, whether to cache the data or not, where
to store and process the obtain data, etc.

PROBLEMS ANALYSIS
While the above application-oriented approach
seems quite direct, it has many drawbacks. We
summarize them as follows:
High Capital and Maintenance Cost: As each
application needs to deploy and manage its own
sensor platforms, it requires a huge investment
in hardware deployment and maintenance, while
in fact it is possible for many applications to
share sensor platforms if they require the same
type of data. Even when the required data are
different, many modules in a sensor platform,
like the radio, power supply, and microcontroller, can be shared to reduce the overall cost.
Inflexible for Potential Application Changes:
Under this approach, the infrastructure and the
application are closely coupled, i.e. the intelligence of the application is hard-wired in the sensor platform, the gateway, and the server. Any
change related to an application requires redeveloping or re-customizing the physical infrastructure, which is complex, error-prone, and
sometimes even impractical.
Inefficient Resource Usage: As the control
logic of applications is embedded in hardware
devices, it is difficult to improve resource utilization by dynamically optimizing data acquisition,
transmission, and processing. For example, as
there is no approach to dynamically control data
collection and transmission in sensor platforms,
they would continuously transmit the data to
remote servers, even though such data is undesired during some time periods, and thus the
energy of sensor platforms and the bandwidth of
the network are wasted.
Long Development and Deployment Cycle: As
each application needs to develop and deploy its
own sensor platform, gateway, and remote server
from scratch, the overall time to introduce a new
application is long. The long development and
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Figure 2. Illustration of urban sensing applications, which include three subsystems of data acquisition,
transmission and processing.

deployment cycle, as well as the high investment
required, definitely increase the barrier for
deploying new applications and thus prevent
potential innovations in applications.

THE TRENDS
With the increase in users and applications,
Internet architecture and related infrastructure
are also evolving in order to deal with encountered challenges. There are some apparent
trends in this evolution, which should be considered in the design of IoT architecture.
The Sharing of Physical Infrastructure: Sharing means that the underlying physical infrastructure simultaneously supports multiple
applications belonging to multiple parties. The
popularity of cloud computing best explains the
trend of sharing physical infrastructure. Through
cloud computing, the application developers
deploy their applications in cloud data centers
rather than build their own physical infrastructures. In addition to cloud computing, there is
also a trend of sharing network infrastructures,
such as base stations, access points, etc. As the
sharing of physical infrastructure has one general benefit of reducing capital and maintenance
costs, we envision that the IoT infrastructure
should be shared to obtain this benefit.
The Rising of Software-Defined Architecture:
SDN enables flexible network control by separating the control plane and the data plane.
Inspired by these benefits, SDN has been extended to mobile access networks [9] and wireless
sensor networks [10, 11]. As the physical infrastructure will become increasingly complex in
the era of IoT, it is necessary to borrow the
insight of SDN to realize flexible control and
management of IoT infrastructure.
The Prevalence of Application Programming
Interfaces: Providing application programming
interfaces (API) is a growing trend to share physical infrastructure. Cloud providers like Google
APP Engine have offered such APIs, and network
controllers like OpenDaylight [12] also provide
northbound APIs to develop control applications.

With the increase in
users and applications,
Internet architecture
and related infrastructure are also
evolving in order to
deal with encountered
challenges. There are
some apparent trends
in this evolution, which
should be considered
in the design of IoT
architecture.

In addition to enabling the sharing of physical
infrastructure, APIs also hide the complexity and
heterogeneity of the physical infrastructure, which
significantly reduces the difficulty of application
development and shortens the time to market of
new applications. This trend suggests that IoT,
especially sensor platforms, should provide APIs
for applications to exploit their abilities in a flexible and efficient manner.

SD-IOT:

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW AND SYSTEM DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In this paper we propose a software defined IoT
(SD-IoT) architecture. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
SD-IoT consists of three layers: a physical infrastructure layer, a control layer, and an application layer.
Physical Infrastructure Layer: This layer is
composed of various kinds of physical devices,
including sensor platforms, gateways, base stations, switches/routers, and servers. These
devices possess the essential functions and
resources to sense an urban environment, transmit data from one node to another, and process
them to extract required information. However,
they do not determine what to do by themselves.
Instead, they leave the decision-making to the
control layer by interacting with it through standard interfaces, i.e. a southbound interface
named in SDN.
Control Layer: The control layer acts as the
intermediary between the infrastructure layer and
the application layer. On one hand, the control
layer manages the physical devices with various
characteristics and functions through different
southbound interfaces. On the other hand, the
control layer provides services to the application
layer through APIs known as northbound interfaces. For urban sensing applications, the control
layer will provide data acquisition, transmission,
and processing service. We will explain these services in detail in the following subsections.
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The control protocols embed in each forwarding device.
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Data
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Control
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Table 1. Summary of state of the art, problems and the trends.
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Figure 3. Architecture of software-defined IoT.
Application Layer: In this layer, developers
build urban sensing applications using the provided APIs. In particular, they can customize
data acquisition, transmission, and processing
without worrying about the required change of
configurations in physical devices, which greatly
simplifies the procedure of developing new
applications. Also, as the physical infrastructure
is shared by multiple applications, the overall
capital and maintenance costs are reduced.

SENSOR PLATFORM AND DATA ACQUISITION SERVICE
The data acquisition service provides APIs for
applications to specify their data requirements.
The controller automatically configures sensor
platforms to obtain the required data. Data
specification includes general attributes, such
as data type, targeted geographical areas, and
time duration. For example, as shown in Fig.
4a, an application would request PM 2.5 data
at Tsinghua University. Applications can also
specify type-dependent attributes, e.g. sampling
rate can be set for PM 2.5 and noise data. The
data acquisition service also provides APIs for
applications to query the properties of available data such as data types and geographical
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areas as well as optional attributes for each
type of data.
Under SD-IoT, each sensor platform is
equipped with more than one sensor with the
same or different types and shared by many
applications. For example, a sensor platform
may include a PM 2.5 sensor and a noise sensor
simultaneously, significantly reducing the total
number of sensor platforms that need to be
deployed. As a result, the overall investment for
hardware, deployment, and maintenance is also
reduced. The sensor controller has a global view
of the underlying sensor platforms. Specifically,
it knows the location and embedded sensors of
every sensor platform. Based on the global view,
the sensor controller can dynamically activate/
deactivate sensors and customize their configurations to satisfy application requirements and
simultaneously reduce energy consumption.

NETWORK AND DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICE
The network is used to transmit data from the
sensor platforms to servers in the cloud. As
applications may prefer different cloud data centers, they should have the ability to specify the
destination of data transmission. Also, applica-
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tions may have specific performance requirement for data transmission. For example, a
smart transportation application that provides
path planning suggestions must be aware of current traffic load, and thus requires low latency
data transmission. In contrast, a video application that provides real time street views must
guarantee that the video is fluently transmitted,
and thus requires reservation of bandwidth.
The data transmission service provides APIs
for applications to specify their requirements,
which mainly include two dimensions: destination and QoS parameters. An IP address can be
used to specify destination, while several options
can be provided for QoS specification: basic
transmission, latency sensitive transmission, and
bandwidth guaranteed transmission.
Generally, basic transmission is carried in a
best-effort manner, latency sensitive transmission has high priority during traffic scheduling,
and the controller reserves bandwidth for bandwidth guaranteed transmission. In addition, with
the advance of network function virtualization
(NFV), the network will also provide on-path
data processing services, e.g. data compressing
and encryption. Specifically, the data transmission service API will also allow applications to
specify the service chain [13], i.e. the pipelines of
virtual network functions that a specific flow needs
to go through. Figure 4b illustrates two examples
of requests for data transmission service.
To realize the data transmission service, the
network follows a software-defined network
architecture. The forwarding devices are programmable, e.g. OpenFlow-enabled, and the
controller is responsible for implementing traffic
steering and scheduling. Specifically, based on
the collected global network view, the controller
steers packets to different destinations, and
dynamically schedules traffic to satisfy application requirements for network quality and optimize the usage of network resource.

CLOUD DATA CENTER AND DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Urban sensing data is further stored and processed using resources provided by three main
cloud computing models: IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS.
Currently, a cloud usually uses one of these for
service provisioning. However, as the application
of urban sensing would require them simultaneously, we argue that they should be integrated to
support data processing services, i.e. a cloud
should simultaneously provide software service,
platform service, and infrastructure service, and
offer APIs for users to flexibly utilize them
together. Figure 4c illustrates two examples. One
application requires mining the received data in
real time and exploiting visualization software to
illustrate the mining results. Thus, it requires a
data mining platform and visualization software,
which can be provided by PaaS and SaaS, respectively. Another application aims to store the
received data at first and then exploit their own
programs for data processing. Thus, it needs
storage and VMs, which can be provided by IaaS.
Data processing service APIs allow applications to specify the required resources, which
includes running submitted programs on specific
platforms, deploying existing software entities,
and providing VMs. The cloud controller knows

the state of the underlying server resource pools,
such as which servers are used to support a specific platform and the residual resource in them,
and maps the application’s resource request to
underlying server pools based on it.

OPEN PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
SOUTHBOUND INTERFACE DESIGN
To implement SD-IoT, the southbound interface
should be designed for controllers to interact
with the physical infrastructure. Some interfaces
have been designed to address the challenge.
For forwarding devices, OpenFlow is the most
widely used interface that abstracts the forwarding behavior in heterogeneous switches and
routers. For servers, the interface usually
depends on the cloud control system. However,
in general, middleware software applications are
utilized to deal with device heterogeneity. Compared to forwarding devices and servers, designing a southbound interface for sensor platforms
is much more difficult due to higher device heterogeneity. Besides, sensor platforms are energy
limited and thus the energy consumption for
interacting with the controller should be reduced
as much as possible.
As an initial idea for designing a southbound
interface for sensor platforms, we propose to
combine the strategy of abstraction and middleware software. First, by providing an abstraction
on the data collection, processing, and transmission procedure in the sensor platform, the implementation of the sensor controller is decoupled
from sensor platforms. Galluccio et al. [11] has
proposed a finite state machine based abstraction for data processing and transmission. In Fig. 4a
we also show an example to abstract the data
collection ability based on the included sensors
and their types and IDs. Second, before the
standardization of the abstraction, the actual
control interface of different sensor platforms
varies across each other. Middleware software
then can be exploited to carry out the transformation. Particularly, to save energy at the sensor
platform, middleware software can be placed in
the controller, and the controller should
decrease the frequency of interactions with sensor platforms when they are inactive. Despitehaving these benefits, the design and implementation of the abstraction and middleware software
needs more discussion and study.

The cloud controller
knows the state of the
underlying server
resource pools, such
as which servers are
used to support a specific platform and the
residual resource in
them, and maps the
application’ s resource
request to underlying
server pools
based on it.

CONTROL LAYER DESIGN
The design of a logically centralized control
layer should achieve three objectives: high scalability, high performance, and high robustness.
First, as more and more physical devices and
applications will be added over time, the control
layer should scale at the same time to support
them. Besides, in SD-IoT, application performance and control flexibility depends on the
performance of the interaction between the control layer and the physical layer, e.g. communication delay. Further, the control layer must be
robust enough to work normally under various
possible failures.
Deploying multiple controllers is a general
approach to achieve these objectives. On one
hand, the controller can be replicated to increase
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Figure 4. Illustration of data acquisition, transmission and processing services:a) data acquisition service; b) data transmission service; and c) data processing service.

its robustness. On the other hand, each controller
can manage only part of the devices and thus the
control layer can be scaled by increasing the number of controllers. Further, the controllers can be
placed at different locations to reduce the average
communication delay to the physical devices.
Ahmed and Boutaba [14] proposed to exploit a
vertical approach to organize multiple controllers
for software defined wide area networks, which
can also be extended to the control of sensor platforms and clouds. For example, we can use one
controller to control one WSN and use an orchestration controller to coordinate them.

Wu et al. [15] have introduced a solution to
mobility management by maintaining a controller network based on structured overlay
when the physical controllers are distributed. In
addition, we can also employ an orchestration
controller to coordinate the mobility management by recording the controller currently managing each mobile sensor platform. When a
mobile sensor platform attaches to the gateway
managed by a new controller, the controller
reports the event to the orchestration controller,
which then coordinates the original controller
and the new controller to carry out the handover.

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND
OPTIMIZATION FOR THE SENSOR PLATFORM

In SD-IoT, the control plane needs to implement mobility management to support the
mobile sensor platform handover from one gateway to another. Particularly, as the gateways are
controlled by multiple physical controllers for
scalability, the control plane needs to coordinate
these controllers to implement the mobility management function.
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Under SD-IoT, the sensor platforms are shared
by different applications, which may lead to
potential configuration conflicts. For example,
one application may request noise data in
Tsinghua with a sampling rate of once every five
minutes, while another application may also
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request the noise data in Tsinghua but with a
different sampling rate. When conflicts happen,
the sensor controller needs to decide whether to
accept the application’s request, how to resolve
the conflicts, and simultaneously minimize the
sensor platform’s energy consumption.
To avoid the conflicts, the controller can allocate each sensor to at most one application.
While this strategy is simple, it is inefficient
because sometimes the sensor can still be shared
by applications with different settings. For example, if Application A wants to set the sampling
rate to once every five minutes, while Application B wants to set it to once every seven minutes, the controller can make Application A and
Application B share the sensor by generating a
series of sampling time points, e.g. five minutes,
seven minutes, 10 minutes, 14 minutes, 15 minuntes, etc. To extend this approach to a general
case, the controller sets up a resolver for each
sensor. The resolver records the sensor’s current
configuration. After receiving a service request
and transforming it to the configuration of the
sensor, the controller sends the configuration to
the corresponding resolver. The resolver generates appropriate configurations according to the
new configuration and current configuration, or
it will reject the configuration request if there
are unresolvable conflicts.

QOS ENABLED TRAFFIC SCHEDULING
In SD-IoT, the network controller can provide
end-to-end QoS guaranteed data transmission.
However, several challenges need to be
addressed to achieve this. First, the forwarding
devices have a limited number of queues for
QoS enforcement, and thus it is difficult for
them to support a huge number of QoS requirements. Second, it is a challenge to design efficient traffic scheduling algorithms to satisfy QoS
requirements in a large-scale network.
We now explain two strategies to deal with
the above challenges. The first is reducing the
demand for queues in forwarding devices by
quantization of QoS requirements, which can be
conducted based on statistics of application
requirements. The second is considering the
number of available queues in each forwarding
device when scheduling traffic. As this strategy
further increases the complexity of the traffic
scheduling problem, some approximate algorithms should be developed to solve it efficiently.

RESOURCE MAPPING IN CLOUD DATA CENTERS
In SD-IoT, the cloud controller needs to decide
how to map application service requests to the
physical devices. For example, considering that
the cloud allows applications to store data at
first and then rent VMs to process them, the
cloud controller needs to decide where to store
the data and which servers should be used to
host VMs for post-data processing. Generally,
several objectives are expected, such as increasing the cloud provider’s revenue by accepting
more service requests, saving energy by using
less servers, and balancing the server’s load by
equally mapping service requests to different
servers. The constraints include server capacity,
storage capacity, and the type of softwares/platforms/VMs a server can host.

One challenge to implement the above optimizations is that sometimes different objectives are in conflict with each other, and hence
it is impossible to achieve them simultaneously. As an example, energy saving and load balancing are conflicting objectives. Efficient
heuristic or approximate algorithms should be
developed to achieve a trade-off between conflicting objectives. As an example, a thresholdbased strategy to activate and shut down
servers can be an effective trade-off between
load balancing and energy saving, i.e. activate
more servers when the average workload
exceeds a pre-set maximum, and shut down
some servers when the workload goes below a
pre-set minimum.

CASE STUDY AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
SELECTED SCENARIO
In order to further illustrate the benefits of SDIoT, we conducted a case study and quantitative
analysis, described in this section. Figure 5a
illustrates the selected scenario. The target
region consists of 5x6 rectangular urban areas.
There are three types of sensor platforms: fixed
sensor platform, user smart phone based sensor
platform, and mobile vehicle based sensor platform. We considered five urban sensing applications: street view, weather monitoring, noise
monitoring, environmental monitoring, and dust
monitoring. The essential sensors to support
each application are shown in the figure. We
assume that each rectangle and vehicle can
deploy at most one sensor platform. During a
time period, each vehicle has a constant probability to appear in one specific rectangular area.
In our simulation there are 2500 vehicles, and
the constant probability is set to 1/1000. Further,
there are three data centers connected by a network of seven forwarding devices. The data rate
of each sensor under a standard sampling rate is
shown in Figure 5b. The five applications employ
a similar data processing procedure. Data is
stored at first; then, VMs are used to execute
customized processing; finally, the visualization
software applications are exploited to illustrate
the processing results.

When a mobile sensor
platform attaches to
the gateway managed
by a new controller,
the controller reports
the event to the
orchestration controller, which then
coordinates the original controller and the
new controller to carry
out the handover.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Data Acquisition: To illustrate the benefits of SDIoT, we consider four deployment cases, which
are illustrated in Figure 5c. The first case
reflects current IoT architecture, where there
are five sensor platforms, each embeding sensors required by corresponding applications.
The other three cases reflect the proposed SDIoT architecture, where some sensor platforms
embed more sensors and are shared by different applications. For example, in case 3 the
sensor platform equipped with camera and
sound level sensors can be shared by street view
and noise monitoring applications. In each
deployment case, every rectangular area and
participating vehicle randomly selects one sensor platform to deploy.
We then observe the average coverage ratio
of each application, which is defined as the ratio
of areas covered by sensors of that application
over the total target area. We show the results in
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Figure 5. Quantitative analysis scenario and results: a) selected scenario; b) data rate of each sensor under standard sampling rate;
c) sensor platforms exploited in four deployment cases; d) the relative sampling rate (compared to standard sampling rate) of
each application during different time periods; e) the coverage ratio by fixed sensor platforms with four deployment cases;
f) the coverage ratio by vehicle based sensor platforms with four deployment cases; and g) the maximum link load during different time periods under three different scenarios.

Fig. 5e and Fig. 5f. From the figure, we can find
that the coverage ratio of each application
increases from case 1 to case 4. For example, in
Fig. 5f, when sensor platforms in each vehicle
can be used by one application, as case 1 indicates, the coverage ratio is only about 40 percent. However, if each sensor platform can be
shared by five applications, as case 4 indicates,
the coverage ratio increases to 90 percent. Such
enhancement is due to the increase in the number of sensor platforms that can be used by each
application. As the cost to deploy a sensor platform with seven sensors is not much higher than
the cost with fewer sensors, these results suggest
that it is efficient for different applications to
share the underlying sensor platforms.
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Data Transmission: We assume there are four gateways deployed in the target area. The sensor
platform first transmits the data to the nearest
gateway, then the gateway transmits the data to
the corresponding data center. In Fig. 5d we
show the sampling rate of each application at
different times of day. We consider three scenarios. The first scenario corresponds to the current
IoT architecture, and we use “traditional” to
refer to it, where the configuration of sensor
platforms is unchangeable and the network uses
the shortest path to transmit data from the gateway to the data center. The second scenario is
denoted by “SD-DA,” where the configuration
of sensor platforms can be dynamically changed,
but the network still uses the shortest path for
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data transmission. The third scenario, referred
as “SD-IoT,” corresponds to the proposed software-defined IoT architecture, where both the
sensor platform and network are software
defined and thus can be exploited to dynamically
optimize data transmission.
Figure 5g shows the maximum link load under
the above three scenarios. For the traditional
architecture, the maximum link load remains the
same over time because the configuration of each
sensor platform is fixed and thus the total data rate
does not change. In contrast, the SD-DA scenario
reduces the maximum link load at night, since it
can switch off sensors when not required or lower
their sampling rate to reduce the total data rate.
Moreover, as software defined networks
enable dynamic and global optimization of traffic
forwarding, SD-IoT further decreases the maximum link load by distributing the traffic equally
over multi paths. Specifically, the maximum link
load is reduced by 32 percent, 25 percent, and
22.6 percent during the time periods 6:00-20:00,
20:00-24:00, and 00:00-06:00, respectively.
Data Processing: In the selected scenario, each application requires data storage, the platforms, or
VMs to execute customized data processing, and
visualization software to illustrate the data processing results. Currently, these resources can
only be separately provided by different cloud
data centers. Therefore, the data processing procedure needs to traverse multiple data centers,
which results in significant overhead on the network, and non-ignorable increase in the delay of
data processing. In contrast, the proposed SDIoT aims to provide these resources in the same
data center to reduce the delay and mitigate the
overhead on the network.

CONCLUSION
This article focused on the design of a flexible
IoT architecture for smart urban sensing. Specifically, we proposed a software-defined IoT architecture that decouples the applications from
underlying physical infrastructures. With this
architecture, urban sensing applications can customize their own data acquisition, transmission,
and processing through well-defined APIs, and
multiple applications coexist on the shared infrastructure to further reduce the overall capital
and maintenance cost. As a result, this architecture enables flexible control and management of
physical infrastructure, and accelerates application innovation.
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